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fTORMULATIONS and solutions of differential equations governing verti-
cal consolidation due to vertical and radial drainages of a compressible

stratum for a loading showing linear dependence on time are already
available in the literature (Schiffman 1958-59). The solution for the case
of one-dimensional consolidation, corresponding to a gradually applied
load increasing linearly with lime, reproduced by the authors from Lumb
(1963), is in fact the same as Equation (49), p. 594 of Schiffman (1958). The
solution is due neither to Lumb nor to Schiffman and the credit for this
should indeed go to Terzaghi & Frohlich (1936) and Wilson & Grace
(1942). The solutions under similar condition of loading but for radial
flow, reproduced as Equations (3a) and (3b) of the paper, were published
by Schiffman.

The above solutions which have been simplified through charts and
graphs, Schiffman (loc. cit ) straightaway lead to the computation of total
percent consolidation (combined effect of vertical and radial drainages) by
mere substitution into the following famous equation due toCarilio (1942):

>- .

V-
(i — tO = (1-tfvXi- tf* ) .. .(1 )

Where, U = degree of consolidation for three-dimensional flow (total
consolidation)

Uv = degree of consolidation for one-dimensional flow

liR = degree of consolidation for radial flow.
Could the authors then explain the need for this exercise ? The

equation
I Tv^T'o

is only valid for T» >0*3 and therefore its use for values of T,<0' 3 is
incorrect.

U, = Tvo
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consolidation) are valid only for Tv = Tm case. It is surprising that theauthors should have used these charts for a loading stipulated in theexample (Figure 1) such that for 0< t <5 months Tv < Tro and for5< t <8 months Tv > TV0.

Design worked out by the authors indicate that sand drains 0-3 m indiameter when place @ 4-64 m centres in a square pattern will achieve90 percent consolidation in a period of 5'5 months for the conditions setout in the illustration. Calculations made by the writer show that the
above figure for the degree of consolidation is grossly in error. If the
real pattern of loading, Figure 1, stipulated in the illustration is considered,
one would obtain total percent consolidation of 69 5 percent,

ing to note that even if the loading was to come suddenly only 81 percent
of the total consolidation will take place in 8 months time.

The authors have made mistakes in computing values of V on which
their charts are based. For example the value of V corresponding to Tm
of OOl and 0-02 would be L23 and 104 and not 0-939 and 0 885 as given
by the authors.

It is clear that the authors have taken the values of V as (1 — U ) for
Tv=Tvo case in Table I of Lumb (1963). It must however be remembered
that VT£( 1 U ) for values of TV <0 3 as would be clear from the conditions
set out for the validity of Equation (7a), p. 315 of Lumb (loc cit ). Corres-
ponding to 7’vo=0'0226 of the example, the value of ‘V’ should be 0-999
rather than 0'8803 as obtained by interpolation from Table III. If the
correct value of V is taken, theory would require that 0 3 m diameter sand
drains be placed 2 m c/c in a square pattern as against the spacing of 4 64 m
worked out in the given example, if total consolidation of 90 percent is to
be achieved at the end of construction for the case of a loading increasing
linearly with time, the period of construction being 5-5 months.

The Central Road Research Institute, has acted as consultants on
several sand drain projects in this country and the experience gathered has
shown that the real problems in the design of sand drain installation relate
to the variation of the coefficient of volume compressibility and the coeffi-
cient of permeability with depth of the compressible stratum as well as that
with the progress of consolidation.

Finally, the following errors should be corrected :

Incorrect
Cyt
4d*

It is interest-

Correct
CvR t

Errors

(1) Eq. (3i ) page 67

(2) page 69 V=Q-L-

4d*
V?Tvo32 )4Tvo e

y ( 1 32 ~~1\V (. 3Tvo K*TVO e 4 )
(3) Equation (8) does not appear in the paper. In fact, substituting

(lrf) and (3/') in Equation (7), Equation (9) is readily obtained.
(4) In p/=/Wv Ao'H (Equation 11, page 70), H stands for the total

thickness of the compressible stratum rather than vertical drainage path
distance, as defined on page 66 of the paper.
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(5) In the numerical example solved, it is given that Cvv=0-2 andC\ R =0-001 cm2/sec. From the solution of the problem it appears that
C, v =0 001 cm2/sec and the calculations have been donefor =5 giving CvR =0’005 cm2/sec. v
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The discussor stated that formulations and solutions of differential
drain-equations governing vertical consolidation due to vertical and radial

ages of a compressible stratum for a loading showing linear dependence
time are already available in the literature. There cannot be two opinions
regarding it. The authors have very clearly mentioned that point and the
various contributions in this regard from which information has been obta-
ined and used in the paper, have been acknowledged both in the text of the
paper and in the reference. The need from the presentation of the various
solutions is to make, the paper complete by itself instead of referring the
reader to different courses.

on

It was clearly mentioned in the paper on page 66 that Equations (3a)
and (3b) for radial flow, are from the work of Schiffman.

The total percentage of consolidation can no doubt be obtained by
mere substitution of the individual percentage consolidations due to vertical
and radial flows in the equation due to Carillo. In any design project
nected with sand drains such a procedure leads to solutions by trial anderror. With the help of the design charts the exact design can be done inminimum time and yet all the possibilities required to cover the wide rangeof practical interest can be examined.

con-

The equation,

n2Tv
*1Uy :.TV^TvO
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is only valid for 7V>0*3 as mentioned by the discussor. The authors alsoagree with him that the above equation should not be used for values of7’»<0'3. In fact it was never used by the authors in getting their generalexpression for design charts. Instead Equation (2) in the paper, i.e.,

1 32 n'Tw
^=1“3T7o+^fZ e 4

is used in preparing the design charts. Equation (2) has no restrictions inits usage. Therefore his presumption is wrong.
Specifications in any sand drain project insist a certain percent of

primary consolidation to be achieved at the end of construction period
( page 69 lines 1 to 3). This can be obtained only when Tv — Tvo and based
on that, Equations (6) through (10) have been formulated. To have a further
idea regarding the authors excercise, the discussor is requested to refer their
earlier work (Jeebala Rao et al, 1971).

Regarding surcharge, in Figure 1 a general pattern is shown. Figure
1 is meant to show the various patterns, of arranging sand drains. For
getting exact loading the discussor is requested to refer Figures 2 through 8.
Then he will find no cause for any surprise.

The authors still feel that the design example worked out is correct.
All the steps are indicated in numericals in the paper. Unfortunately the
discussor has not given any of his calculations to disprove it.

The value of V taken by the authors is perfectly correct. The dis-
cussor is once again reminded that Tv<03 case has not been used by the
authors in the formulation of their equations or charts. Another funda-
mental aspect the discussor should know is that the value of V should never
be greater than 1*0. If it is so, a correction for base pore pressures should
obviously be made. Because of this the example cited has no meaning.

The authors appreciate the work that is being done by the Central
Road Research Institute as consultants on several sand drain projects in
this country. It will be of use if they publish their experiences. The dis-
cussor has mentioned that the real problems in the design of sand drain
installation relate to the variation of the coefficient of volume compressibility
and the variation of coefficient of permeability. Linear variations are less
complicated to account for in any problem. Soil is such a heterogeneous
material that is impossible to consider its true or exact variations in nature.

Finally the following points are given :
(1) and (2) The authors thank Dr. Bhandari for correcting theprinting mistakes. The values of V, tabulated in Table I, for various valuesof Tvo are obtained from the correct equation. The discussor may calculatethe value of V for 7'vo=0, l and 0-2 using the above equation and satisfyhimself.
(3) Equation (8) can be obtained by substituting for TRo in Equation
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(7) :

CVRj~F(«) Cw
F( „)J

Ad 2 J [17= 1 — v 1 — e CVy d3CyR H 2 Tvo




